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Is_There A Literacy Crisis

Roger WYShuy
s.:. 'Georgetown Vniverilf7 and

r

April 1970

It should not seem surprising that-the-public reactions abbut

4 7:

and writing operates its cycles which reflect and parallel the social

4

.:

reading

a,

pressure.4

r

of a,given time During the.siXties:, when academic concerns were riding high, k

it seemed possible that the world of:elaaation might even go so far as to share

.-. .
. .

in the dream of Plato's philosopher-statesman. During'this period the_hard
. -

!
.

.
. -",

, .
. .... .

sciences became'heavily funded and.prpvided almost instantl relurns with leaps

\
in scientificdiscovery. The social stienceskgrew"in stature,4possibly far

. .

y
beyond their capabilities to do so., and even the humanities becghe slightly

.
.

favored, a step lmost unheard, of in our technologically biased society. ,Such
. .

.a . I

h dying--Itlying-wasr-honud--tb-peak--some--t-fme--a4,--of--course_;_ye_axe_current1y
.

witnessing at-l4ast ?ne phase-.o the great public disillusionment. Artly as

a result of this national discouragemen with.societty, with the failures its

,

, i
A

1

I
.

Vietnam, with Watergate, with leadership in general, with economy, with what was

thought to be progresg and partly as a result of, education's awn pelf-debunking

1.e::;ir-has opened to attack on the very foundations of teaching And learning.:

0nce it has be ome popular to attack the basic institutions which hold,'

e.

country together (government, the family, education, religion), it is not"

c. , . rt
difficult to find Public expressions of,self-rigkteousuese and `scorn for the way

we have been doing things. A humproUg example of the effects of the linguistic

,

4,,decline%of American society was portrayed-by John Boyd, it a recent science .

fiction novel. In the following shortened ekcerpt,a linguist, Stewart and a.
.
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navaliofficer, Hansen; are observing Stewart's semi-literate student, Angus,

andis girl fri;e nd. Angus has invited Cora l,ge no, come to Washington with

. '4

4 him: ' '

.

. 0. '':,' ' - . ' ..; A. , %. _ . _ --
. _.

Cora Lee:. , That wouldn't be right -proper, Angns.' I've net, been
,

spoke for.,,

,
Angus: Well, I'M speeking,for you now, Cora Lee. (,She says she can't

accept.) Are youalready spoke'for? (She says "not exactly".)

1

r
Stewart: That's natural, colloquial English', for these'parts.,

cora, Lee: I never been spoke for; but've done been spoke foeto.

Angus: Who- yoii done, been spoke for to with? '(She fuses*, to tell.)

are Lee, I can/beat the time of any man, lest yourie promised to some boy right

here in these hills. Where's this boy you done been spoke for to with at?

A thud from Stewart s direction caused Hansento glance.over and down .

/
:to see that'the grammarian...haA toppled from his stool..., Hansen could see the

.

,

eyes staring into infinity,.and. he knew that faulty grammar had killed the
...

grammarian. A heart which had beat thlugh three prepositions at the end of , i,

9. sentence had nen stopped by four,
1

The Public Expression of the Literac\r Crisis

Not all critic s of the supposed decline in public expressiFs of language

will keel,over dead upon witnessing their favorite atrocities, but any of them

.are venting public criticism 'quite openly. During the past year'or so. we have\

4witnesged one best selling book on a layman's view'of language, dozens of

-

abaut la in our nc.-,spaiv.Irs (with dozens more letters to eo!tors

.1)cut them), Monthly article.; aitmat language in The, Saturday Review and

1 \I
JChn BOyd, Sox and The Iligh-Commadd

c

4."
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.
;quarterly Uticles'in-Rarizers ..fyi Atlantic. -Milt Illg reCent mane s I have 'colledt-

.,- .- , -
./-- 1.- ,,..7,

..+ , 7, -

ea7as many --3/4:4" such Ineiesp4ter iktiClet all. could findAnithe . Wai4inktOtt Post;;_
/

. .

4

ti4ew Yarn The tot; Ajzal-ei ,

-

,

hechariesto*t.DailV-Matr and the Akron Beacon Journal. In addition, I collected

, ...,

, -
.

...).

-magazine atticles.from ,Newsweek, Saturdav Review, Atlantic, and parcers.
i

One might argue that authors or writereAra,fIect a somewhat distotted vier of.

A.,:erican tl.ought, but in many cases, my data also ncleUderlettdis to "the
- .

%It

editor, which reflect o anions little different frail those of the authors..

Edwin New-man's' bo Strickly Speaking, elegaptly portrays this,current

position: "Language is in decline. Not only.has eloquence departed but simple,

direct speech as well, though pomposity and banality have not." (p. 4)

Newman observes'that obfUsCation has alwaysifbeed with us but that today it is

worse than ever:" . . . stiffness and bloat are almost everywhere." (p. 9).-
----------

'According to Edwin M. Yo er, "Jr. Pa syndicated columnist in the Was14zton

. Star, the discipline languag

.1)% 21) Wg'can no\longer decree

udy haitollapsed. /am, September 1E. 1975,

( P'

shalts andiOlt-nots with a straight. face sfiice

1 ; ,

ti-e field has atropied to the point of kittenish meaninglessness,

The recent flurry Tier the declining scores on the Scholastic Aptitude

test has brought out dozens more, of opinions about the decline of language in

' this country, A Washington Star editorial (September 1-1975).concludess

-"... the written word has been in decline for some time The S.A.T. scores

have declined fOr twelve straight years largely a result,,cC hiftirg societal

values -and the invention of television,.which has turnedrOur minds into

cocuml%ers.". -

!

4 1
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Atre4ent Time*: -,*!;aY_:.4:04014;t:i:21,,) 1975) takes747siightlymore careful-
.

-Aoosition, noting that muCh.of 4he cOrrent..coneern about language decline is

little more. than the pedants', delight,in one-Apping eacbothers collection of.,_

', absurdities and bloopers. Watergate has beenthe fairest game of all, cul-,

urinating, perhaps,-with aboollikalled The D.C. Dialect, with Sp4cifia-illustrated
. ,t

chapters on how-to be impersonal, obscure, pompous; evasive, repetitious,

awkward, incorrect, faddish, serious and unin (Pasii Morgan and Sue

>
-1

Scott, The D.C. Dialect, N.Y.U. Press, 1975). The lon and noble tradition e

preserved by English teachers,-that of keeping a list of hilmorous student
.

e
A

takes to be trotted put and chortled over, is renewed almost invariably in the ,..\
, .

. .14.
. ,

letters to the editor columns follopirG public essays such as the one in Tine.
4 .

.

1-,

one
,4

iter submftted his contributibn, attributed to'a police representative:.

"A umber of shots was firedat the deceased person, mortally wounding him."

. . 0 _
Another subMitted a letter written entirely ip Latin. Despite Times cautl_us

/
warnings, however, the temptation to take. an extreme position was too great to

!ignore. The.article soon moves on to nota that there are signs pf "... a new
Jf

brainlessness in 'public language that concidei with a frightening ineptituie

'for reading and writing among the,yoUng:'1:-(p.34). .

1.

. Thomas H. Middleton's columns in Saturday Review also frequently support

1

the'all-is.11ost position regarding language. On April 4, 1975,-fOr example,

hi entire column was evoted to'va-know. Middleton, at least, w tes wittily

about it and with some insight into the fact that hesitation and co tinuatio

)

markers will probably alays be with us, concluding i -"And so it forsoo hi

iffeith, bejabbers, atori, and there's nothing we can do about it." (p.6.1:

p.)

5
L
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. Former Expressi2ps of the Li.!teracv Crisis ,

- .

d- to olaim.elat there is ,a .literacy 'priags'. That the publiC seems'dete

1.
then., seeds 'clearly widen from'

have also. suggdsted that suctrexpre

.

.

expreskions of the, public press, _But cue

ops are cyclical, if not-4continuouS.

Evel teacher OfiPglish knows that'there have always been department meetings

dedicated to the decreasing writing ability of students. Either 'our students

have always been worse than their predecessors or our job

write-better become's increasingly more difficult for us.,

currant decline in literacy are not difficult to find throughout, ecorded.history:-
. .

of teaching them to
t .

Complaints about. the

)

At about the viry.tiMe *lich'our country was founded, one James Buchanan made a,

similar lament. In reference ;.o ,the grammigical improprieties of .ever'the best

' Writers of the time, Buchanan observed:

"Considering the many grammatJxal IMprovrieties'to'be foulLd.

in our hest-Writers, Such aaaWift-,-Addison, Pope, ema-bystematical
, .

_ .

English Syntax is not'beneath the Notice.of the_Learned themselves.

Should it be urged, that in the Time of these Writers( English was

a very little subjecteCto-Grammel.', that they had scarcely 4 single

Rule to direct than, a question readily, occurs:

Mlles of Latin Syntax to direct them ?"2
, .

Had they not the

O-C uher'laments for the slovenly approach toy written

21g!iteeuch ranusy puck the blam- 0L04-,'Pnglish language

writers. Johathon Swift's letter tothe lord treasurer,

0xfOrd), argues both that our lancuag, has serious

,.
of literary crisis las apparently, felt even titan:

I 4

language in the

as much as on

HatleV, (Earl

flEn.s'and that some

James :31.1Ohanan,'Englibh Grammar, London, 1767, pregae.

94,

its

Oi
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. "My-r,ord , 17-do-here; in -the name-of all-the-legrned
" -

end polite persons of the nation-complain tp your'. lordship,..: ,
.4 .r.

4., ' .. .- .

,that, our language- is extremely imperfect: that- its _daily_ ". i .
..,. f.... .-. .

,

improvements by no means in.0bportion to its daily corruptions:.
4; / t

.. * '! .o
0that the pretenders to polish and refine it, haVe chiefly multipried-- ,

t

-44

.

,--W-

abuses and absurditi:es; 'and that ma fly. ihstences, it offends against
t .

- ., every part of grefatiar..;an'd these "'corruptions very few of ,the but
.- .

0 4

4 . ., .

3,, authors in put-tgp have wholly esbamed.,:" ...
. ,

' '".
- *

Similar- complaints abbut the .atrocities ct Current writing can be fai-
-," , - ' ,..,,

4 .

%

throughout,,the. nineteenth and twentieth centuries as yell. rssues ofthe '
c-.. ,

. nglish eei.c,hing joUrnals for the past fifty years:haVe also been knoWh'to
,

ex ss such a positiou.,.
.Forign Expression of the Literacy. Crisis

4
..1. 3

4,

Whene tit the pufillie- opiniTbn olYcle- reaches its height- aboiit -iaa.tt_ers-of
2. ,,, ,

this sort, it iswise to try to ascertAin.whethr---or not the ,phenomenon is

Exactly how widespread the fear of lapguage.decline

determined with accuracy, but evidences of such opinion

- peculiarly American.

really is Cannot be.

have been mate p ubliC( in Hong Kong, _Portugal and England*in recent months.
,..

In 'Hortg Kong; elderly scholars lament the ,decline of the Chinese

language while foreign employers, complain about, the/Jack of proficiency in
.

English among their staff. San Juan Star, March,,6, 1976, P. 9). LOcal
.

educators are concerned that the local school. system has.mage a mess-o.f.-both

languages bi teaching :neither effectively. The Vice harrcelltir of Hong Kola;
University is quoted as saying: 'It is a worrying .thought tilat the proficiedq.

.

Jonathon swift, Letter: to HZrey , Earl of oxford, I1712.*

. - 4'

-0

.
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A
in languages of the 'public emerging from our schodl -scadkam appears to_bg, for

.
.7_,--,

1 . *

SOrne..Year2, 4.teri.Crta4tisa. ri-'<':43,e'raY. The 'Vice ChancellOt ,wen. -on .to i_aip4:-itiai:
. .

- N.,
.. 4 . -,,,, ,.

. ...._
,,,,_ ..., .

. ..,
, -i.,-f!' ?x.A

Df the present trend tontinue4, the pedp ef.ligneRong ft3.-.-Ote.:c14Y,PPak no
.

c -` r'

langutge at all.
_

. . .
-, A ,,..

..

..!-
Nt . ' . ., - ' ' ,1 \

Portugal has 'aced recent revamping of eleidntary and secondary edbcatibn:'..

in that'toduntpy, one complaint being_that the basic skills,inC16ding lit'eray

are in ctiaos. The proposed actions are familiar'ones,with'cuts f(5.seen for p,,
,

4 (/
,J ,

college teaching (too much autonomy existsthere) alpng with the "!return V)

basics" approach. Interestin gly enough, Portdgal's ministe r

e

r of Education and.

I

.

Culpire is
.

looking to,Yugoslavia as a model for reshgping basis subjects in, the.
Portugal's schools (sew York Times, March 13,'1976, p. A

."
16).

June 1972, in England, the National Foundation for Education Research. .
1% .. , .-

. .

issued a report on reading standards in British schools called "The Tlends of
, .

,

, .
.

Reading, Standards." °As &result pf this' report Sir Alan Bullochi."Vice- ,

..

?
r

> '
. ) i

Chancellor4. ofOxford University, was appoInted chairman of a committee to examine
? .

a

thoroughly pubbic concerns which might be roughly translated as "Ttle British.

Literacy'Crisis". For approximately two and one-half years, there recbgnized

educational leaders thormighly.inveseigated "all.aapects of teac4rig the use

of.English" and sumitted-thelx reporton'February 18, 1,975. In'dire'ot )

response to once

. ...- .

-1

/
charge, of,the,committe the report argues thatthere is no

. .
.

, , .

firm evidence upon which to base compariSon tandards
.
todaY with those of '35

years, ago. If standardd'of re ding, writi

'.".

.

is, no way to prove it--The \Comth&ttee had r
. .

'the testimony O expert:wttnesses anti the e
_ n. ,-

,

g and speaking are in decline, there

course to two sources of information:

%pirical evidence of urveys. The

" witnesses were not unan4motia'and were adAtt dly subje6IN:7e. The surveys were

,t
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R, ' ..

_____1___a4:1-tte4-1y--flAwed--and---incoriclusi-v-e--____Natsuiprisinayi -tfite_pia. :, contr-J.,1.24,igr
- .... .!-.1- ,

e

of the deport lies in its wise plottinl Df:---filini."- -,,'a6el:-Siti--'
,.. _ , . _

., ,..t.:-. 0 ,e, tr.
Alfa-0

_,,...,-,- ,
gc,

achpol,4r.Fer our pucpbses, suffice it to say .fiat whatever, decline in
-

. 4- -_ .

4,} ttx

standards we are facing in the U.S., Britain hat already been there'and-isa,t
_

. . . , -.00 .

least a leg up toward doing something about it.

. . ,

The question of Whether Or not there actualbi is a literacy crisis
....,.

... .

in this cntry_is, of course; not easy to answer:-. Most certainly there it a t

r.%

public outcry against what is' thought to be-a deCline'in ability.' At the same

time .i thust be noted that the public outcry is not akew phenomenon ind that.'

,...
. . , ,,.

it is not specific only to AMerica; One might wonder, in additron, if the

.

outcry would be as strong if it were couched in a different socio-economic

period. One might hypothesize that if things were goi g

ecdhomically, MOrally and socially, such an outcry might not appear., In times

I

.cd__such_diffitultY4-Tineed Symbas_against whichto inveigh, causes about'

.which to be indignant, and scape-goats;-over whom to -be superior. Perhaps

there is a touch of this phenomenon in the current'situation.as
..

2.0 Why Is There A Literacy Crisis? ,
.

.

'aut as the odk9seport noted trio major sources of 'information regarding e

.
.

theextent,to which .*ieracy crisis be said to exist in Englund, so there

''a:leetainei:twt,:maYlnence,WIck.the source of the crisis in Ame'ridl:
*:.*:.';::::!".;* ...?,;11,:. t'...*:-',:::`! :-:' ''!',.., *;:.e.: ,'. * i

xpert'wicnes4%49§yekTIT410,1-:17iderice of surveys or tests. ,

'' *.'.... ;ts*,:`-.1.:,',:*. z*,:,re..::1*:.';'..., : It. .,,'

2.1 Export 411#P46*:: "!.: :' .\
---;---!...

.

. N't. , ; t ,'''' ..4- c 4
Some of the recent44blit batC7 coot: 1:teracy has already been noted.

, 4,

: : t
,

.. .

, .

Edwin Newman claimsthet the' reasons 6r thfl decline are many. 'He blares

,

soclotal rap d chatt (alwA3 s dangerowi,, i5e r_ of :a norif.ics (spat:M:all_y
..

, .
1'.

.
.i.ii,

4

r
s tr..A. r
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Blacks, Indians, Chicanos, women, homosexuals, lesbians s
prisca inmates;, ,

,,
. .-

(:'Welfare recipients); the generation.gap:and, oecourSe, televi;ion. Newman

1

concludes his analysis with'an'observatiOn,that we have witnessed "... a whole-
. .)

sale breakdown in-th-d-enforcjment of rules, and -in the roles of language more

than most." (p. 11). It is not:unusual for the. public press tc, in effect,

claim both that language is leading mankind down the path to dest.uction while

alsoclaiming.that language is being done-in by various heindua bad influences
,

0

of various:sorts. Television is the most common culprit suggested and, although

Ae,tilbe,has become fair same for almost all Rxiters; criticism is nowhere more
*''

incisive than when it is written by TV critics themselves. Jean Stafford of the

New York Times observes:

"The high linguistiocrimes committed by television's newscasters have

impoverished the 'richest language ih the world. The_ crown jewels have been

smashed to smithereens and the sold settings have been-hddked.'"(S-el)t-e-i-nbe-r

15, p. 123).

\ Other bad influences have also led language astray, according to the

press. Times claims that $amuel. Johnson's society pinned itsjaith on language

while Americans attach theirs to technology: ",It is.not wor-d-s---071-atput men on

the moon, that command Technology"s-powerful survises. Man does not ascend

'to,heaven by prayer, the aspired...ton of language, but by the complex rockets and

computer codes of NASA." (Time, August 25, 1975, p. 34).

'The Vietnam/Watergate morality mtddle has alsd been suggested as a-

leading contender for the modern'collapse of language c 'city. Time continues,

1!
accumulation of lies inevitably Obrrups'the langu ge in which lies ,are

0

"Bombing" becate known as "air "support" during that.petiod,Allustrating Timea''
11-

-OontetItion that 'abuse of power is folioed by abuse of language.
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Otherieuggedted bid influences include the feminiet-movement which,

sitmt observes, 1.. may eventually succeed in neutralizing gender inaaguage!,
I

, I
(is}, R. 3k), overworked teachers and open admission policies suc as- the one

.

at a large Atidwestern dniversitywhicheonscintiottlaly:admItted 800 inner city
f .

dents only to-fail Most of theM after one or two terms of of freshman .Black

English.

It is difficult 'to

$

ssess the .output,o-f the critics of language who feel

St

that t evision, technology, slipping morality, feminiai, overworked classfoemn a

:eaChers, the rise of minorities, or open admissions hive caused a decline,
i ,

language skills. 'One can only speculate that if this .sudden flurry 'of

!.aterest in language 'had occurred in:another age it might have been blamedoon

flouridation, jazz, the libormovement, industrialization,. slavery or the in-'
.. .. '. .

,

---reution-of--the- printing-pre ss,.-- ---L,,-,- -------- --------- , t ___ A
. : , ..

. ,

7.2 Empirical Evidence of Surveys or Tests,
,

. .

JusX as the Bullock.report revealed that there was no empirical evidence

to support the claim that tnglisRIOAgu4ge use_ was in declinein England, ro

there is no such evidenC4, in this! country. This point will be heavily
.

on all quarters, evideAce, to the contrary, largely because we area country'

whicivbelieves in4the assessment measures which we manufact4re. 4We place-"-'

5
s ,..- .. '

incredibly high stock in the ability.of theStanford-Binet to measure.in-
,.

.., .
.

"P..

.1.. telligence, the ability of the- Differenti al Aptitude Teet twpredict employ -.

ObilltY, the ability of .the Iowa Test of Baiic Skills to measure-achievement

a meaningful way..

I

li

in

, 4t.
0--

r
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to,

-----------%thos-thclaireireliebleinstruments-of--$14-bowever-,--areTthose-whiik
.

0

have been developed tC,asiess,language-use Th's unreliability was

recognised{ recently y. tya(Office of Civirlights as it loped the gUide-

lints-for impl ng.the Leitms. Nichols Supreme Court decisioOmeirdinit
. ".

bilingual education. The OCR guidelines essentiallvdneied:thevnlidity of-

discreiwiziOint' e testing:" That .is, OCR said that the very leoletiom

of a discrete Component of the gestalt of language,use.is a violation of the

goals of languagivmsasnrement: They asked, in 'silence, how a Spanish speaking

child's competence fin speaking Spanish could in any way be reflected or inAr

dicated by'his'abiltty to'selectthei#Propriate verb form on a mUltiplelcheiee

v. I

test Item. Instead, OCR argues, the child'i language ability will havetor.be

measured by sosmone's.obierving the child use it in a'ratural contest and in

a non - segmented fishitin../47,.be in compliance, with the iaw; aeit, a school

.
/

--must:devise-a-totally-ow type-of-instrunintfromAhe-iiscrete_point_iists_now_if,_

in use:

2.2.1 Agadjpgagiti

//' The same principle obtains for 'reading: The measurement of reading ,'

I.

.

ability has been hampered for years bythree major artesof'cOnfuelon:
4

al. A confusion of component skills with the' gestalt of reading.

2; An impreCiso and unworkable definition; of that noising is.

3. ,AcConfusion of speaking standard English with the ability to read.

It any'thoory,of reading which 'accounts for- the multiple amass**. of':

/ensues* in thireading process it will be apparent that early st etegies, such

as letter-sound correspondences, are, learned only to be sbo,lired, aie soon 'as

a Meaning processing'. There is:posiible, for more cOgnitivejstrateglea such i

umCurricul Center, September 19, 1975. ,

list's,;' AllePort.tO the Hawaii, .

.

Taken from Roger Shuy "Reading and Raiding

4



- Tittle reason to beTieve that a M r-ea-der -will -be 'able to- -retain-the-

level of awareness of letter-sound correspondence required of beginning readers

after he has achieved more dvanted-status. Such, behavior would bf

.1.

analogous

.

to,maihtaining.conscious,awar nesi of what one does with one's feet in the act
/

df walking long after one has leIrned to walk. Yet most measures of reading.

. ability continue to test component skills, even early learning skills, at

'later stages oo the amazing assumption that component skills are of equal

importance at all stages in the learning process.

.

One might-ask, in fact, what value such skills have at as measurements

-ori'gestalt such as reading or writing.. It is a preposterous claim, for

example, that by knowing the rulg one can perform the act which the rule ex-.

Plain's. 'Beineable4to isolate. the letter-sound correspondences of a word may..

`. ....
.

.

be a'u,sOfu ekill but itsvalueto the good reader i4,3, aypest, questionable.

'Being-- able-to-define a-noun, be' a- nice -Oing-to-do butopit_in__na way 'enables,

me to write bettei'any more an being able to spOt a metaphowill turn one

.. into a publishable p4ep. The gist of this argument.is simple enough. The

gestalt ot reading and writing will,probably 'not b-measured by questions which
7, - ,)4,

addre ss isolated 'component sJiills learped at various stages in the WequisliTiOn

of these gestalts. -:Writing tests which, test for spelling measure spellidg, not

composition. One .sboUld not confuse component skills with t talc

The study ofmeaninghas not been easy for'reading specialists. Reading

t comsrehension questions frequently follow the format,of asking the child to read

a paragrapk, then to provide hib with four answers, ohe of Which is said to be

2 .

correct. Unfortunately, the correct answer is often selected from a minor point

in the text, a technique Which is thought to measure "careful reading ability."

13

v
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',Several things are wrong with this assuwption. f!Pr one thing,_ there is no

reason to suspect that "careful reading" is equivalota to good reading, especially

-as a reader progresses farther and farther in his akilla. As he becomes a better

__,I

reader, the child learns'to process fever and fewer of the many clues provided
.

_ __

by the printed page, selecting only those which offer the quickest pay off. In

a very seal s e, the good reader, who-has learned to attend to the important
_

ore or non-prioritizeffacts and to gn the marginal facts, fan be penalized by

such a test.

Comprehension qbestions are the only kinds of questions Which are useful
p__ 7 ..,

f

in measuring a child's ability to read. Questions4related.to decoding skills

can measure whether or not the child has mastered -the appropriate level Of those'

..
skills, at leaseat the early stages of

,

zeading: Since comprehension questions
I.

-.. ,

are the only areas which measure reading abilIXY, it is important that they not

_

penalize the good reader or the badreader and that it is clear what they

actually, measure..

Most reading tests cOntaincomprehension questions which measure:

_III0Memory for detai

easy, to 'measure.

2. Marginal facts (also easy to measure)

=

a common one, frequently-used because it is

4

3. Main idea or theme (the least measured, but often by asking the

child to pro;ide the best .tit

4, Study strategies (questions whiCh' require read-search-reread

experimentation more than anything else). .

0 .
.

.

\., .

5. Il..Iferencing (what 'happens next? What is implied? etc.,)
,

.
it

. -

4,
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Th strange part at;ou!,. cliaa-.3- Ts That they are -usually -mixed

together and assumed to be-equally indicative of comprehension. Yet good sense

tells us that.main.idea and inferencing seem to be far, more important than memory

or marginal facts.I Study strategy type questions prObably do not measure com;

prehension nearly s much as they measure study strategies. It would be in-

finitely more useful to know of a student yhich of these types in which he

is Strong Land in whtch he is 9Z7.44'
4

Can it be that some children have difficulty in "'learning to read because

the language they bring to.the boil: is sufficiently different from thelanguage

of the book to cause problems? Initially, the answer seethed to be that the

. .

differences were significan% and that so-called;dialect readers should be used,

at least in the initial stages of teaching reading. Others came along, however,

such as Labov, Shuy, and especially Kenneth Goodman, who pointed out that many

. of the -differences foUnd- between- StanclatA English and Vernacular Black English_

were surface features, that the underlying structures were essentia lly the same.

One solution that was offe;414 was to recognize a child as a reader if, when

given a sentence written in standard English, the child uttered thg equivalent

sentence in his own dialect. .The problem was then
.

for teachers to become
.

sufficiintly aware of the language pf_the childreh in their classrooms that they
. , .

,

could recognize an equivalent sentence.

And so reading has moved away from meaning essentially sound/letter.

,

correspondences ih Standard English. We no longer are concerned that the child

sees "My brother goes to school." and readsit as "My brothethe go to school."

We know the child has comprehended the under-lying meaning of that sentence and,

;,4* L46refore, he is feeding. If we want him-to speak Standard English, that is

another.problem, but it is definitely not a readiuc, roblem: 5\ .

.

ti
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But.can we_be so surds lat the underlying itructures are the same between

Standard English and other varieties of English? New developments in linguistics

May help us,to uncover some differendes. Current li stic research is fodusing
.

ouch s on the phctological and syntactic systems and much more on the semantic

systems. Linguists are woridering;for,instance, how a sentence like

Its cold in here'

can possibly mean the same thing as

Please shut the door.

or why a sentence like
. ,

She's a professional '1,- ,-..s

f
.

i /
conjures up, different occupational connotations' than fhe'sentence

s
.

4'

He 's a professional

What they have b.ound that is Signifircani-for us here is that meaning can no

longer be..discussed Im'a vacuum; we must talk about meaning in,its social con-
. .

.

. 1
.

. . , . .

text. Anthropologists such as Dell Hymes have been saying as much for years,

but only recently has thi becOme evident.in linguistic studies.

.

2.2.2 Utitinetsts ., /

.,,

A fe4 years -ago this natiodwi ssed the National Assessment of Writing,

.

as part of A series of national profiles of cational success. Five age groups,

from late primary through, adult were,given the task of writing a Compotition

4

based on a-stimulus picture of a forest fire. On the Surface, this appeared
.

to be a. reasonable way o avoldcliscrett-point test problems but several other '

it°developments k place to make the event memorable in our search for empirical
+..

evidence concerning -the declining ability of our students. Having accumulated

,

these thousands of written conipositions, the-assessment staff suddenly realiied

16.
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1------
.
_ .

.

. that it would also be necessary to score them, The PrOblemof cOurge;-WaS-how.

6
,

-

In the most uncreative decision making ,of entire project' it was decidedtha

animal, cut- off:poin t would be established and that the criteria'forminimal

- cut-off would be mechanics. Thus, writing was defined, for'the first time,

as spelling; _punctuation, usage and capitalization. Since the mandate for

measurement did not specify creativity, logic, tone or well turned phrasing, no

argument could be made against such a decision. Contextual concerns were also

minimal in tbe,aational assessment since the writers were never told who the

audience for t=heir composition might be. Nor were they given aChance to proof'

read their effOrts..

A shoriktterm comparative study of written compositions of 9, 13 and 17

year olds waf,cartieg out i1970 and alkta in 1974, each time on national

samples of 1500 studehts. In that period of, time no decline In thesk4Is of

grammar, punctuation or spelling were el4dent-(Washtngton-Star; Now.----/i4-1975,

3,
Top. Al, A2)1 reporfi issued by the National Assessment of EducatioriAl

Progress conIded: "There is do evidence here that the schools must 'gt5.-
fA

back to basics';indeed, the basics seem to be well in hand." ,(Idem). Oi the
. . I

1 ?

4othec and, the report indicated that the writing of the 1974 17 year old6 is
:-

f.kr
N./

less :coirrenti mort simplistic and awkward than their 1970 counterparts while"the-
,,

same writing= tquality of the hine year olds had slightly improved. ProfsAsional

ii.
--

.
.

..,

English teaohers who served as test analysts were generally skeptital'of:the

. .

.

Significance of the exam. Martin LloydL-Jones observed that the test" :i. is

t '.: '' : .

= ..-

. .

a very gross,:bpt a very sensitive instrument, but happens to be the best wet

haVe right.-no4M ,(Idem)..

,.. ..z-f, '., ..

,

__1 .. ..

.
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Z.2.3 The CEHREL Study

Evidence for the reality of; the decline in aohievemeitinf-students

presented in the CEMREL sponsored study by Annegret Harnischfeger and .

Wiley, called "Achievement Test Score Decline: Do We Need to Worry?"

ao

.study seems to pin-point the reason why students, are entering-college with a

weaker background than did freshman of ten years ago. It concludes that

r.

lowered test scores are due, in part, to the fact that fewer high school

O

students are taking the traditional college preparatory. basic coueses. Simple,

.
.

drops in enrollment seem, to the authors of this study, to correlate with test

\

score dedline. High school foreign language nrollment is down 7%; General

)mathematics is down 157. Physics is down 30% High schbol English enrollment

is down more than 10% while English test scores have dropped by 11%. Interest-

-,,

ingly enough, the study has not found any particular specialty replacing the
.

p:

dropped enrollments. st
.

.

.---The-CEMRELsiudy--also---cites--other--le-sS---v-italfadtors_wliich_are_Linv_olYed

C.
l .

in the decline ofachievement. These include a lower dropout rate (many

students who would have dropped out in the days past are now taking.die
.

entrance examinations fi5or college) and increased absenteeism..

2.3 Weighing the_Evidence

----is the evidence presented by the expert witnesses, the reading tests,

the writing tests and the edudational analyses ade4uate to #4eilaine whether
. .

or:_not-there is a literacy crisis? It would appear that the position taken

N

--- ,

by the Bullock-Oport might be as appropriate for America'as it was.for

c

The iiMple truth of the matter is that our reading tests/71re so 41conceived
... .. '. oz.- c .. .

that they do not effectivelymeasure.reading ability at any ,point infilme, much
,

.. - . .

less across hints in time. We have no iongituslinal data on writing assessment
. . . / (

`r
.

. .,,

4,0r

10P-
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and what we do have is of doubtful value. In the cases of both reading and

it is safe to s, y that there is no firm evidence upon which to base

comparison of today standards, 4tth those of 35 years ago.-

There may be something to the CEMREL study. It'seems-to.be true that

students are not taking the same traditional college prepa,ratory Vurses as they

did ten years ago. Courses which survey English and Americanliterature, for

eample, are being replaced by cutsey titles such as "The ?rob of Darkness"

(a compari-son of Melville's Moby Dick with Cleaver's Soul onIse,

__my son's. high school in the suburban Washington area). To be sure d y s

high school teachers know relatively little about teaching eompoittion, but *,

ffered at

this is not a new p nomenon and it is certainly riot limited to the pre-college

teach community. 'On annot,deny'the statistics on absenteeism-but it is

-

hard to idagine how children an know less today than their counterparts-knew

may-be *liar tly=a-t-fault- butxit- would--.a.detade ago, In short, the cur

"f!

appear that we also are woefully lacling in the instrumentation which will give

'

us an accurate assessment 4f what wemant.fo know,

30 What Can Be Done About It
r'

-Tcr fhis'Iiiiinf we have noted that if there '',E1

country, it is not a new phenomenon, the phenomenon

,g

IN
2, 7

literacy crisis in this

not peculiarly American

f pre$64d expertand that it is ,based primarily onbjective judgements

witnesses rather than on objective:data. Certain advantage- can'accrue.when
g

a problem such as'this one receives widespread attention. It would seem obvious

that:if*Such a crisis- is fhoughtist, certain steps will bataken to.

!

remedy it. After the RuSsians put Sputnik into space, America quickly-retooled

. \

its space engineeTinvprogiam. .Buch preeedentscertainly exist. If ittle or.

nothing is done about a national crisii one can assume either,that there really

.

19
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is no crisis or that it is not to be taken seriously.

The field of education, unlike the hard sciences, has never been techno-

logically valued in America. We can gear up for medical-or engineering crises

much more efficiently, largely because the latter are so far from the natural

knowledge base of most citizens-that innovation is thought to be the only way

out. In times of crisis of the generally unknown, one turns twinnavation much

as one might turn to prayer when all else has failed. Education, however, seems

..

tabe'closer to the common knowledge of most Americans. They fedi that they

know something ahopt education,' This feeling has been legitfmi d bycincre sed

,,'
4

- 1

community involvement ineducation decision making, often confusing.policy and

needs assessment issues w:th implementation strategies. In this process,

school personnel have tended to default in their effort to be autbdritati

and, however positivethis may have seemed to: be, such defaulting has been

accoftetnied by a loss of public confidence.

,-. .' -n the.public feels that ii knows as much as the school pe '1.4,one
1

Je
F

* . - ..

can expect relat 1,5t...littIt in terms-of support mechanisms.
----..---__

It is therefore

ri,

not too surprising that President Ford did'not even me
4

on education in h

January, 1976 State-of the Union Message: Nor,i$ it Surprising that,inx-public
..,

.

'expressions regarding the literacy crisis presetit wild and half - baked, explanations
---

. .

. .

for it. After all, their explanations Are vo less suppotted by evidence than

A

.
those of the profesSional educators.

In discussion of what to do abo the literacy crisis, however, these,

public xpressions have ,sev commonalities:

They are willing to generali4e the worst.

2. a They express a desire to go -Sack to thQr forker 'Ways 'of doing things.

Z0

Yi

-to

4 4
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3, They evidence lit he or no 'understanding-of how language works
14!-

. .

,

or even that.language is'iMportant in understanding the literacy crisis.

.. ;*

4.
t

_ .

They.express great reverence for standardized test instruments.

They evidence no recognition ofthe needed programs or research in

upon which the current vagueness 'can be claiified.
N. 1

1

The trategy for educators and linguistS in this

k7
1.1

and is, thfore,

clearly a

ere

id out for us. We have stood-by 'mutely and somewhat bewilderedly

while pressured expert witnesses'have made tlaims about the reading.and

writing abilitAok the'students'we are teaching. On the surface, this procedure'

seems unbelievable. .Why is it tfiat newscasters like Edwit Newman, columnists

like Edwin Yoder, literary-critics like Thomas Middletot, television writers'

like'Jean Stafford can tell professional educators what is wrong witt'd'ur

students? Do educators tell.them how to announce, to review or to criticize ?.

Why, is it'that.the personal opinions about language by such people as Ronald

.;

'Iteg'au and Jacob avitz shoUld be valued'as'.highly as the scientific deScriptions
4.

1

`of`usage which have,been carried out4.by linguists and lexiakraphers? If we

. . ,

.really believe that we have done a rotten job of teaching reading and writing

- '-.
.. ,

- .

we
k a
should be able to say exactly,what is wrong or get out of the businela and,

..'

. ' ..

\
leave, it to people'like Newman, Reasoner and.Cronkite:.' . What_ is-4-so --surprising

to mejs that little or no indignance has been expressed .by the very educators
? . , .

. ,

/ ,,

who h taavebeen wider attack. Imagine the reaction 'from the-medical pr i
416,

.

.

. .

.,
.

.

if stiOdenly the newscasters in this countzy.began to offer free a ce on

techqiques of.brait-sUrgery;
)

. '

J.

. s'Ak,

s-r
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3.1' ieublisaoggg..__.e.LJThtGenalzee,lhatioo!:mut_ti.Lti'lorfit-

.

There is probablyO way, to change-the attitudes Of Ehe,apparent millions

of imeacans Who tl.6 sblhce-from. the notion that the wOfid is going to hell in

. ,

a beiket. Such a feeling must be satisfying to many people, for whatever reasons.
-

On the other hand, there is little to be gained.by our permitting literacy to

be thought of as an integral part of this disintegration. Rather than to

become defensive abOut it, however, I would suggest that.we take this recent

''Attention and turn it to our advantage. At least'litetacy is being 'discuOed .

ip the public press, whether intelligently or not. We need to develop Strategl.es
. .

3

for capitalizing on this attention in such a way that appropriate publip measures
2

. 1
can be taken. In brief, we need to discourage the public reaction which would

argue that since literacy is a problem, we should st4e.fuhding research in
. .

avoid innovation anil return to the study of Latin as amodel. Me need to

convince the public that rather than to penalize- literacy for being bad, we

should asSist it to be effective. '

'WhatitotD6'4bOut. the Public's Desire to Return to the Good Old Days

Thip,is'a rathef predictab/e bUt difficult-to-deal with phenomenon.
s

We -like, to live with the illusion that the former, generation (especially our-
_ _

. own) had a firmer grip on Kim to do things. Generally-,the truth of.such an

--assumption is' romanticized as '4./e rewrite history to suit our own wishful, thinking.
N

Ntvertheless, if ilrm11hust be dealt with, we.are left with. only a.few.alternaEive.

O

4

r- -

0

directions. 7*

-
We can, for example, claim that theld way was not Very effective

either.; that the teaching of literacy was never welt conceived, even in the

past. Intellectuall there is some
0
merit to. such a position, but-there is
e.`

.7
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1

kOupport it politicalky. ,That is; it is doubtful that the public will
, ,

e 'satisfied with an answer which.Says\skay. that today's mess was ano'yesteida0
. ; 14 ,

.. ..

AlternatilitelY0/eVan-fi40 Writing samples of a decade ago and compare.
;,, .

,,, :;,:;, ,ti
'

J ; .

themto a similar group of today's students.* This is essentially what the ..

UMBEL studied-yeported; albeit only over a four-year time spank Such a pro-

cedtre could prove convincing, proVided the comparison groupS were balanced
..,,

and fair.

More effective than either of these strategies would lye to encourage.
.

,

, io

the developthent,of teaching, echniques and assessment krocedilies that would
.

.
. ,-- ,

,
.

improve, upon the problem' noted in 'procedures and instruments used in the p

The Bup.ock'reportargued that teachers need to become convinced t com-
. . .

petepce ih language comes, above all, through its purposeful use, not through

the working of exercilles divorced-from context.`- sttesses, the-need fc1F

'the schools to help parent's to understand the process of language development

in'their children and to take part in Lt. The report laments the long hours

which chitOreti'spend in watching television but it also retogniies the positive

e

aspects ancipoints ut that television exposes children
ji

,

to a range of accents

idiomS and registers Ohio they might not he otherwise. The exact influence

, .
.

of telelpiiiiken s ping,language'and word' -la , in fact,.is suggested as one

.. . ,.

'important are of needed research':

:in hoit, he teething strategies' propo ed in The Bullock Report smack-, ;

very m ch Of thehere...411(1-now, the.modern and u -to=daie. On to the basics"

. .

is t at such a statem nt.is taken to.mean that e need to stress mechanics and

.

4,
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.40
early-deyelopmental-skills. Often whatAurong is either that the chilaren,

. J , . .
A

once taught, are not,given ample opportunity to evidence thesesskills in Vie, ,

dot

r
,realistic context for which they are intended or tha he skills continue to

,

. )
e' .

:', be taught, as skills, out of context, fa oo long. That is, children write
, .

'only words, phrases or sentences r. n paragraphs or whole compositions,!)

the assumption being. that one uentially and neatly from small to

large, from part to whole. E dents, or such learning seems rather cleat from

the field of reading., where obvious that, the more clues available, the

easier it, is tO read. The is _sentences are easier to read than words, simply
,

.
, . -

because the level of c and semantic context ,(predictability) is added
/

.

.;,', ., .

,
to the phonological rphological context of:the word. Writing', by the

same token, is as
;..

and pieces, Every teacher knows.that it is easier to judge a longer com-

er o accomplish contextually rather than in isolated bits

_position than a short ond, at least for coherenc

characteristics except the purely mechanical.

tone and,, all Other

In order to *bat the "back -to - basics" oversimplifications; then,
*-

educators will 'need to-develop methods of communiCating.that basica, if this
V**

term is meant to mean mechanics, are useful as beginning teachihg strategies.

but, like the old expression about salt, if a little is good, a lot is not

necessarily better. It should also be made clear to those who stress mechanics
. .

that arf'not against mechanics, but Oat content', style, tone,,organieation

and o er mattersare, in the long run alsocritical. We will 'need to come to

gri ourselves with the evaluation' of. a geod idea:expressed in poor mechanics

.

-

114,
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S

. ,

versus a bad idea expressed tiawlessl. Without appearing to douiu-:play mechanics'
. .

.
,

we need to Communicate that they are onlythe- surface'of the subject, the/visible

'part of, the ice-berg, and .that the critical mass lies much deeper.

3.3 What to do About Developing Understanding About How Language Works
000-

This problem has pladudd linguists for years. Everyone seems to think ,

he is an authority-about language. Therefore, krery'little effort is made to'

learn about it. Elsewhere I have argued that language should be at the very

core of teacher-training programs. Reading is a language processing operation.

To un rstand how children read; one must now how language works. To know

-I"

4 o diagnose writing problems, one must, know tHe principles of variability,

acquisition and semantics". Virtually none of this godwointo the training of

tedcherg to teach the most important thing the child may ever le rn -- how to

i .' .

,

.

it

.

read and write. Sufficc e t to say that little will be done abqf publ

..--- ....._,.. '.....________ _...

knowledge on how language works until teacher knowledge is
..___

is first accomplished. .

..__

3.4 What to Do About The Reverence for Standardized Tests

There can be no question, but that the generalpublic believes in the
AP*

.validity of currently used standardized tests. These tests display quantified;

objective information which can'be used to compare groups or individuals with

each othei. TheOmerican public has clearly become.enamored Of such information,,

often to the extent of being willing to believe almost anything the test reports;

regardless of its validity.

'It will be difficult to disabuse the public of the overarching"aujlority

,

-..of'standerdited tests; especially in that such measures are used by'parents

to assess not only how well their children are dging but also' how effective

heirohildres schools are when compared to other schools or, school systems.

2 5
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The surest question to ask of suy si-tadardized test is Whether or not-if actnally-1-'

measure$ what it says it is measuring. Often a test tn. 'reading really measures.

the child's, ability to recognize standard from non-standard English. 'These

are most certainly not the same thing and any test which contains such con-
/

fusion is certainly subject t oubt. Likewise'compOsition tests frequently

test the student's ability f i entify principles of Mechanics, an important

1

. phase of writing, to be sure, but certainly not only'the delivery r ather than

the content.

In addition to the intention of the test, standardized test s, can also be

- ..

questioned regarding their biases. The.psychoMetricians who design such tests

often express no interest in potential bias, Arguing 'that if a question dis-

criminates,criminates,it hai 'done extdtly what it is supposed-to do. Sociolinguists

, haVe asked for a deeper , of they discrimination, arguing that it is .

-1.
, ;.r,-4 . .

-,-T- better to know Why. items and orcertain its discriminate d f what-specific-groups -than ---

'
%

to lump all non-acceptable responses together as evidenceof good-bad dis-

4,

4crimination.

general, the American public deseivei to know a great deal more '

-1

than,it knows at present about -,ihat,standardized.teit scores really means="

3.5 What to Do-About the Needed Programs and Research

c

There is probably no better place to go fbr.an eagenda.fb research thyr

the suggestions already made by the writers of The Bullock Report. Of the

.
le . ,i- . .

total of 33concluA4ons and recomthencia4 ces in that report, '15 may be selected.,
.4

. , .
--.

as critical. No easy aftsWers were f en, ,No neat-administrative strokes
lila'

,

. .

._ .
.

". .

were envisioned as solving the, problem.' No single set of 'materials or methods

could be recommended. The fifteen 'principal recommendatiroas are db..followst'

.
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a

1. Asystem of monitoring shodld Le.intrnAllod %.7111.LAt vi I t ewploy new

instruments to assess a 4.de range of attainments than has been attempted* it

.

the past and al.16-W-new criteiia to be established for the definition of literacy.

2. There should be positive steps to develop the latguage ability of_children.

3. Every school should devise a. systematic policy-fthe development of

reading competeneein pupils of all ages and ability levels.

4. - EaCh school should have an or a ized poliFy for language across the

ctrriculum, establishing every eeacher's involvement in language and reading

development'throughout the years of schooling.

N,5. Every sChool should have a suitably qualified teacher with responsibi t

\\
foe-oe.dui ing and supOr,0.9g his colleagues in language and the teaching of

'reading.

6. Thereshould be close consultation_ between schools, and .the transmission of

effective records, to ensure continuity in the teaching of reading andin the

t

language divelppment of every pupil.

7. English in the secondary school should have improved resources in terms of

staffingy accolO4ation, and ancillary help.

Ar
8. Every-LEA",spula appoint a specialist English adviser and should establish

an advisory te h the specific responsibility of supporting schOols.in'all

aspects cii language in education.
.

. -, .- - .. -=,
I

.- ---:

---
.9.' LEAs'and schools sboifid introduce early screening procedures to prevNnt

.
. ,

- . . i
tuallativelanguage.-andrteading faitUre and to guirintee indiidual diagnOsis-

.

\

,.... ..-,. 1 . --4:4
.

ahatreatmcnt.

v
te,.;

. . 0,
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10. Additional assistanc-ohoull be 6iven to children retarded in reading,

and where it is the school's policy to withdraw pupils from their classes for

.special help( they should continue to receive support at the appropriate level

on their retutn.

11, There shouldbe a reading and writing clinic or memedial centre .in every

naive diagnosticiservice and expert medical,LEA, giving access to a co

psyc ological, and teachi g help. In addition to its provision for children

with severe reading difficulties the centre should offer an advisory service

to s hools in association with the LEA's specialist adviller.

avisicin for the tuition of adult illiterates and emi-iiterates-should12.

be- atly increased, and there should be a national re erence-point for the

coo .d ation of -information and support.

.. -
13. ildren of families o overseas origin should ave more substantial and

-

sus .= ned tutoring in English. Advisers and specialist teachers are required

-1
in grater strength in- areas of need. -.

14. substantial course on language in eaucati (fnclfiding reading) shOull

be par of every primary and: secondary school teacher's initial training, what-

ever t e teacher's subject or the age-of the children with Who he or she will

be wor ing4 .
-6

15. ere should be an expansion in 1h-service education opportunities in

readin

shoutd

LEAshmildrhave abcess to a-language/writing/reading centre.'.

and the various other aspects oft- the teaching of .English, and these

t
$ . (

nlude*courses at diploma and highet degree'levek cTeahers id every
, . -,.. ,-,
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4.0 Conclusions

There is hardly any Fay to end a pa4oeY with the title, "C nfronting The

'Literacy Crisis." The task is do -going and un-ending. It w ld benice to

believe that somehow we could swing the public opinion arou d to believing in

us again. It would be nice to cause the world to realize that the good old

days really were not hat good and. that even

again. It would be nice if teachers really we

they were, we can't go home

e to understand how language'

works so that diagnosis and teaching could be improved., It would be nice to

take the inordinate faith in standardized tests down few notches and to cause.

leachers and parents to understand exactly what the limits Of such data really

are... And from my own perspective, it would be nice if the problems which are

born in the classroom could be res arched effectively so that educational

techhology could, for, once, catch p with leetlation and policy. But miybe

---tiftsrs Al-Mr:much-to-ask. Suffe ing-from-getting-all_our_druthers_m4y_Rrove

to be as fatal as frying through five consecutive prepositions at the end of

a sentence.

.3


